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Abstract: Introduction to a new open source project – a software implemented OpenGL® pipeline. A combination of reasons in the scientific and large-scale visualization fields make such a component interesting in comparison to GPU or Mesa3D based solutions. This talk will discuss the motivations for this effort, the current state of implementation, and some preliminary benchmark results.

Bio: Tim joined Intel in 2009 to work on the Larrabee graphics architecture, starting on the OpenGL® driver and then moving down the stack to rendering pipeline and shader compiler. Since Larrabee he has developed on the range of Intel graphics solutions. Prior work includes a stint at PowerVR® and project lead for Mozilla Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG).
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Motivation: Scientific and Large-scale Visualization Problems

• Interactive visualization is challenging! Often requiring a creative workflow and a lot of patience

• Extremely large datasets are becoming common, demanding more advanced resources and techniques

• Advanced rendering techniques can be employed, but usually require software rewrite

• Strong desire to use existing industry-standard software packages with little or no changes
Clusters can be Better Utilized

- HPC clusters have enormous amounts of CPU power
- But GPUs are generally scarce or nonexistent
- Even with GPUs, the dataset is too large to fit in GPU memory
- Software rendering has access to the entire host memory
Overview of existing implementations

Mesa3D

- The standard software OpenGL® implementation
- Vertex throughput is single threaded
- Limited scaling of pixel backend

Larrabee (many-core software rendering)

- Targeted different workloads (more emphasis on shading, than geometry)
- Targeted games and consumer-level content
- Targeted unique Larrabee architecture, not Intel big core
Solution: SWR

- Fully scalable OpenGL® taking advantage of SSE, Intel® AVX, Intel® AVX2
- Implemented in C++, x86 intrinsics, and JIT (LLVM) code
- Completely runs on host CPU
- Off-the-shelf software packages just work
- Existing rendering distribution solutions can be used to scale across compute capacity

- Intel® Advanced Vector Extensions (Intel® AVX/ Intel® AVX2): Intel® AVX/AVX2 is designed to achieve higher throughput in certain integer and floating point operations. Depending on processor power and thermal characteristics, and system power and thermal conditions, AVX/AVX2 floating point instructions may run at lower frequency to maintain reliable operations at all times. For further details see product data sheet.
SWR: Overview

Draw → SubDraw → Front End

Front End:
- Fetch Shader
- Vertex Shader
  → PrimitiveAssembly
  → Binning

Back End:
- Store Tile
- Fragment Ops
  → Shading
  → Rasterization

Thread Pool

SWR OpenGL Driver → Application
SWR: Key Concepts

• High-performance rendering core with an OpenGL® driver
• Thread pool which dynamically chooses front-end (vertex) or backend (fragment) work
• Large draws are split to allow parallelism, ordering enforced in backend
• JIT code for both array-of-structures to structure-of-arrays conversion and vertex shading
SWR: Usage

- Drop-in OpenGL®
  - Shipped as a shared library
  - Set LD_LIBRARY_PATH and run normally
- Also supports OSMesa API
  - Standard off-screen API from Mesa3D
  - One extra API for flushing output
SWR: Current Status

• OpenGL® 1.4 class implementation

• Not complete API coverage – focused on optimizing existing visualization applications

• Old style OpenGL®, fixed function

• ParaView 4.2 and VisIt 2.8.1 work both single-node and distributed
SWR: Current Status

• FIU dataset
• One contour with clipping plane and 4,000 streamlines.
• 47 million triangles.
• Performance on Stampede is 2 fps on 1-node and 7 fps on 32-nodes.

Results measured on TACC Stampede cluster (dual-socket Intel Xeon® E5-2680, 32GB per node) and based on internal Intel analysis and are provided for informational purposes only. Any difference in system hardware or software design or configuration may affect actual performance.
SWR: Current Status

- Sample noise.silo dataset
- 15 contour surfaces with a clipping plane
- Performance on Core™ i7-4790 workstation is 16 fps @ full-screen 2560x1600.

Results measured on an Intel Core™ i7-4790 PC with 32GB) and based on internal Intel analysis and are provided for informational purposes only. Any difference in system hardware or software design or configuration may affect actual performance.
SWR: Performance Scaling

- SWR performance scales by adding threads on a single host

VizOS (internal benchmark rendering 19 million triangles)

Results measured on a dual-socket Intel Xeon® E5-2687W v3 @ 3.10GHz with 2x10 cores, 128GB) and based on internal Intel analysis and are provided for informational purposes only. Any difference in system hardware or software design or configuration may affect actual performance.
SWR: Performance Scaling

- Or adding processors in a cluster

SWR Performance Scaling (ParaView 4.2)

Results measured on TACC Stampede cluster (dual-socket Intel Xeon® E5-2680, 32GB per node) and based on internal Intel analysis and are provided for informational purposes only. Any difference in system hardware or software design or configuration may affect actual performance.
SWR: Performance Competition

- Studies on Stampede are very favorable

**SWR Performance Scaling**  
*(ParaView 4.2)*

Results measured on TACC Stampede cluster (dual-socket Intel Xeon® E5-2680, 32GB per node, NVIDIA K20 discrete GPUs, 5GB) and based on internal Intel analysis and are provided for informational purposes only. Any difference in system hardware or software design or configuration may affect actual performance.
SWR: Future

- OpenGL® 2.0+
- Shaders
- Coordinated schedule to meet release of VTK-next
- JIT more of the pipeline
- Support for AVX-512
- More performance tuning
- More features as workloads demand
- Non-traditional rasterization acceleration
SWR: Obtaining

- Open source
- Apache 2 license
- Targeted release December 2014
- http://openswr.github.io/

Software Source Code Disclaimer: Any software source code reprinted in this document is furnished under a software license and may only be used or copied in accordance with the terms of that license. Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
Summary

• Interactive visualization of extremely large datasets is driving demand for more advanced resources and rendering techniques

• HPCs have large amounts of CPU power, but are sometimes limited on GPU resources

• SWR is a new open-source highly tuned OpenGL® software rasterizer that supports existing visualization tools

• SWR OpenGL® 2.0+ will be released in coordination with the next major VTK toolkit update
Q&A
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